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Disclaimer

Trading involves the risk of loss. Please consider carefully whether trading is appropriate to your financial situation. 
Only risk capital should be used when trading the financial markets. Past results are not necessarily indicative of 
future results. The risk of loss in trading can be substantial; please carefully consider the inherent risks of any such 
investments in light of your personal financial situation.

All information and ideas expressed in this book are based on the opinions and experiences of the author. In this 
regard, neither TradeStation nor any of its employees are responsible for the content contained herein, nor do they 
express an opinion or endorse any of the contents.

While the author has personally used the information he is providing in this book to profitably trade in the foreign 
exchange and other markets, he is offering this information purely as a guideline based on his experience. You as a 
trader, if you decide to accept and apply the ideas and information contained herein, do so at your own risk.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any 
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning or otherwise, except as permitted under Section 
107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the written permission of TradeStation or the author.

This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in regard to the subject matter covered. 
It is offered with the understanding that neither TradeStation nor the author is engaged in rendering professional 
services. If expert advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of other competent professionals should 
be sought.

Copyright © 2009 by John Clayburg. All rights reserved.
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chapter 1
What is an automated trading 
strategy?
Why Use One?
An automated trading strategy is created when a trader or programmer designs a given 
trading system and then writes the system into computer code using TradeStation’s built-in 
EasyLanguage®. The resulting program then calculates and graphically represents all trading 
decisions—entries, stops, targets, etc., on your trading chart. If so desired, this same program 
will place and fill the orders at the appropriate exchange where the item in question is 
actually traded in real time.

Before we deal with the specifics of automated strategy trading, let’s be sure that we 
understand the differences between “discretionary” and “automated” trading.

Trading on a discretionary basis is probably the method with which most traders will have 
the greatest familiarity. Also referred to as manual trading, this is a method whereby the 
trader will accumulate a variety of data, be it fundamental or technical, and then make a 
buying or selling decision based on this analysis. For example, if the latest non-farm payroll 
report is considered bullish, housing starts are greater than anticipated by the market, the 
stochastic divergence is positive, and momentum crosses above zero, then one may decide 
to buy the S&P 500 index. This trade requires that the trader analyze each of these factors 
individually, make the decision, and then manually pull the trigger.

figure 1
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Figure 1 is an example of a discretionary trade setup utilizing four common technical 
indicators. 

First, the trader notices that momentum, a basic tool used for trend definition, is greater 
than zero and is in an uptrending pattern. Second, the Relative Strength Index (RSI) 
configuration is bullish, being above 50 and also uptrending. Third, another trend definition 
tool, the Parabolic Indicator, is in an uptrending mode below the price bars. Finally, the trade 
is confirmed with the appearance of an upside key reversal bar.

To complete this entry and to successfully follow this trade setup in the future, our trader 
must actively monitor each of these four indicators accurately and intensively throughout the 
trading session.

Those utilizing the power of TradeStation to totally automate their technical trading routines 
allow the EasyLanguage programs created on the platform to perform all the calculations 
pertinent to the programmed trade setup and then utilize the order-execution network 
to place and fill the trades. If so designated, the same procedures can manage the trade, 
automatically entering and maintaining protective stops, calculating and placing limit orders 
for profit targets, or appropriately adjust trailing stops instantly when necessary.

 

In Figure 2 above, the identical trade entry is generated by an automated strategy 
programmed using TradeStation’s EasyLanguage. The program accurately identifies each 
component (Momentum, RSI, Parabolic, and Key Reversal Up) and places a buy arrow 
on the actual chart when all of the conditions that make up the entry are satisfied. If the 
trader takes the steps necessary to automate the process, the trade is automatically placed 
immediately at the appropriate exchange with no other decision process needed. Execution 
is instantaneous and accurate, removing much of the effort and stress involved in placing a 
similar trade using a discretionary approach. Each trade is placed utilizing the exact setup 
desired, drastically removing the possibility of trader error in a fast-moving market.

figure 2
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Advantages of Automated Trading

Advantages realized when using an automated strategy are many and varied. 

First and foremost, all calculations and the analysis of the various trading components that 
make up the actual trade setup are performed accurately and identically each time the trade 
conditions are satisfied. Additionally, if autotrading is enabled, the trades are placed and 
filled instantaneously at the appropriate exchange, resulting in execution superior to that of 
any manually placed order.

Automated trading also makes accurate, simultaneous trading of multiple markets possible. 
While this can be done manually, the effort required to do so is reduced exponentially using 
automation.

While it is possible to back-test a manually traded routine by reviewing the various trade 
setups on historical charts, most find the wealth of trade data and graphical displays created 
by back-testing an automated strategy much more useful. Data generated in this fashion can 
then be used to more clearly define the desired trading pattern.

Last but not least, most traders utilizing strategy automation enjoy a significant reduction in 
the stress of trading. Rather than being pressured to constantly evaluate a trade setup or open 
position and then make proper decisions, the trader’s role is reduced to the active monitoring 
of the system. All entries and stops are handled by the computer program, thereby taking 
much of the trading burden off the shoulders of the trader.

Accuracy and Efficiency

Order generation is significantly more accurate when the computer is allowed to crunch 
all the data and make the appropriate comparisons—especially when the market is 
moving fast—when real bullets are flying. It is one thing to think and act accurately when 
formulating a strategy “offline” or while “paper trading.” It is quite another task to do this 
during live trading with real money on the line.

For example, it is the tendency of most traders to avoid taking a loss, even when it is obvious 
that the current trade is going south faster than a flock of geese in November. “If I just give 
it a little more time, it’ll go back in my direction” has led many traders to allow smaller, 
acceptable losses to turn into devastating reductions in a trading account. Automating the 
money-management phase of a trade removes emotion from the equation and allows the 
trader to follow a logical, realistic, and statistically proven process to exit a trade and preserve 
capital.

Automation also drastically improves entry and exit efficiency as the orders are placed literally 
milliseconds after the trade setup is completed. Often this can be the difference in getting the 
desired fill, as it can obviously take longer to confirm and place the trade manually, especially 
if one reviews the setup multiple times “just to be sure” the trade is right. 
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Simultaneously Trading Multiple Markets

Trading multiple markets simultaneously is difficult even for the most experienced 
discretionary trader. While it is possible to trade several items at once, the mental strain that 
can result from monitoring several indicators on separate charts simultaneously can lead to 
trading errors, especially in a fast market. When utilizing the efficiency of automated strategy 
calculation and execution, one has the ability to easily trade several disparate items at the 
same time. While it is certainly necessary to monitor all of your actively trading charts, the 
effort necessary to simply ensure that no errors have occurred is certainly much less than that 
of constantly monitoring multiple events on several charts.

Often the discretionary trader will get “bogged down” during the many decisions that may be 
necessary to make a trading decision. Many individuals get lost in the weeds when analyzing 
complex trading plans—“paralysis by analysis” has been the downfall of more than one 
otherwise good trader. Great opportunities can slip away before being acted on in a timely 
fashion. When using automated trading, many times the first hint of a programmed trade 
setup being active is getting the fill back from the exchange. Automation makes it almost 
impossible for calculation delays to affect timely trade placement.

Test Before You Trade

Undoubtedly the superior advantage of strategy automation is the ability to accurately back-
test any programmed trading system. Although a successful strategy testing result does not 
by any means guarantee a profitable trading experience, the process itself is invaluable to the 
development of a programmed system. The ability to examine hundreds of simulated trades 
on historical data can quickly identify overlooked situations or actual errors in the trading 
strategy that can be corrected before actual live trading commences.

figure 3
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Each individual automated strategy on a specific chart will generate a “Strategy Performance 
Report” that contains data unique to the system on the chart.

The graphic on the previous page (Figure 3) illustrates a small portion of the data generated 
in a Strategy Performance Report, which can be used by the trader or strategy developer 
to analyze the net result of the system had it been traded historically using the data range 
provided to the underlying price chart. The results detailed on these reports are invaluable 
for evaluating the productivity of the system. Furthermore, this information can be used 
to provide indications of parameters within the strategy that can be altered to ultimately 
improve the net profitability of the underlying system.

Contained within the TradeStation platform is an extensive Help section detailing the 
definitions of the various data categories in the performance report. Suggestions are also 
provided explaining the interactions of various strategy properties and methods by which 
they can be altered to alter the functionality of the strategy.

Another very useful feature of the Strategy Performance Report is the automatically generated 
Equity Curve Line, an example of which is illustrated above (Figure 4). These graphs, 
while useful in the initial development of a system, are invaluable when used to evaluate 
the performance of a system when it is actually trading on real-time data. Comparing the 
historical performance of a strategy to the results obtained from real-time trading can quickly 
aid the trader in deciding when adjustments may be necessary to the system. 

Although it is certainly possible to manually examine price charts and identify trades 
generated by a defined trading system, it quickly becomes evident when examining the 
results of a back-tested strategy that the human eye can be very selective when identifying 

figure 4
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winning and losing trades. The increased testing accuracy derived from a properly 
programmed system can certainly be the difference between a sound strategy and one that 
“just looks good.”

Reduction of Trading Stress

Trading a live market is a stressful task regardless of the simplicity or complexity of the 
trading routine, experience of the trader, position size, etc. Also, many traders find it difficult 
to “pull the trigger” and enter a trade or place an exit order—again adding to the stress of the 
endeavor. Once the trader gains confidence in an automated system and allows the program 
to handle most, if not all of the trading decisions necessary to complete a trade, much of this 
stress goes away. Although this feature may be more important to some than others, the fact 
remains that many traders would be successful if they could simply follow their trading plan 
in a disciplined manner. Often it is the stress of trading that prevents the accurate and timely 
execution of a trading plan. Many find that the reduction in stress that goes along with 
autotrading makes a significant difference on the bottom line of their trading account.

Conclusion

There are significant differences between discretionary and automated trading.1. 
A computer program can accurately and quickly calculate and execute trade 2. 
setups and exits.
Autotrading simplifies simultaneous trading of multiple markets.3. 
It is possible to test a strategy before trading it live.4. 
Many traders report a significant reduction in the stress of trading when using 5. 
an automated system.
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chapter 2
first steps in designing a 
successful system

There are few absolutes in the world—rarely is it wise to use the words “always” or “never” 
when describing specific situations. “Never say never”—we’ve all heard that one.

I’m going to make a glaring exception here—if there is anything approaching near-absolute 
certainty in the world of system development, it is that the simpler the system, the greater 
the likelihood of profitability.

In over 20 years of systems programming for many individuals and firms from Wall Street to 
Main Street, it has become obvious—in some cases, painfully obvious—that simplicity reigns 
when it comes to strategy development.

Some of the most successful traders I know simply concentrate on one or two indicators 
applied to one or two items. They actually spend most of their trading days on other 
activities waiting for their programmed alerts to enter or exit designated positions. They will 
say in confidence that their days are incredibly boring—but very profitable.

The bottom line is that it doesn’t need to be complicated to be profitable. 

On the other hand, I have created strategies that encompass page after page of EasyLanguage 
code in an attempt to conquer every twist and turn of the market, including multi-
conditional entries, complex exits, re-entries, alternating stop routines, and on and on. Rarely 
if ever have these programming migraines proven to be successful.

When you drill down to the basics of any strategy, you come up with the same result—what 
we are attempting to do is accurately predict future price activity within a reasonable 
probability range. It logically then follows that to do so requires that we stay as close to the 
current market price as possible when making our calculations and recognizing reliable chart 
patterns. Many systems actually over-analyze price movement to the degree that the end 
result becomes a lagging indicator incapable of reacting efficiently in a real-time situation. 
Creating an RSI of a Stochastic plot and then calculating a moving average of the resulting 
solution is only one example of over-analyzing price movement and ending up with a lagging 
indicator or trading strategy. Often the major portion of the move is over before a lagging set 
of calculations can identify the current trend.

Also think about this one—whenever we apply technical analysis to a price chart, what we 
are effectively attempting to accomplish is the mathematical prediction of human behavior. 
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All price activity on any item is the result of human interaction—whether it is trading in 
a pit, discretionarily placing trades or programming a computer to place the trades using a 
pre-determined solution. While it is inherently problematic to create an objective solution to 
a subjective situation, it only becomes more complicated when one attempts to over-analyze 
the problem mathematically.

Step One: Chart Analysis

Yogi Berra would probably say, “You can see a lot by just watchin’.” That’s the first step in 
formulating a strategy—you must spend a lot of time simply observing multiple price charts 
searching for what would appear to be a repeatable, profitable trading setup. 

Keeping with the “simple is best” routine, here’s a typical two-item, reliable setup using 
a single moving average line and the popular Relative Strength Indicator. In this example 
(Figure 5), a buy signal is generated when the RSI dips below 40 while the 200-bar moving 
average is trending higher.

Now that we have formulated a testable buy signal, the next step is to design an exit for our 
strategy. Looking at this chart (Figure 6) only, it is obvious that an RSI signal greater than 65 
will produce a profitable exit for each of our trades.

figure 5
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The chart below (Figure 7) illustrates the hypothetical results generated by our programmed 
strategy.

figure 6

figure 7
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Step Two: Test the System

Our automated strategy appears to be profitable, at least on this chart. But what about 
other days? This is where the ability to back-test a strategy over a large amount of historical 
data enters our system-creation process. Only by looking at the data generated by these 
simulations will the trader be able to ascertain the value of this approach to actual trading.

Testing may indicate the necessity of changing our system inputs (moving average length, 
RSI buy and sell levels), adding other filters such as time of day to begin and end trading, or 
using actual dollar stops and target levels.

Few if any of these necessary adjustments would be possible without the availability of 
historical testing—only available when the system is set up as an automated strategy.

TradeStation’s extensive Strategy Performance Report provides a great deal of detail on 
the performance of your system, both numerically and graphically. You are able to analyze 
almost any parameter of system performance that you choose—be it net profit, profit factor, 
percentage of winning trades, number of consecutive winners and losers, drawdown, periodic 
results by the day, week, month or year, to mention only a few. While not everyone will use 
every analysis category available, it would be the rare individual who could not find adequate 
data here to check out a system. These reports are discussed in more detail in the next 
chapter.

However, these reports should not be the end-all for strategy performance analysis. Many 
detailed and technically oriented traders and developers often fall into the trap of confining 
their system analysis to the statistical approach alone. Frequently this data-only-based analysis 
can cause the trader to overlook significant details of strategy performance that will have 
a definite impact on future performance. For this very reason, I always encourage traders 
to not only go over performance data but also carefully examine the actual trading chart 
for obvious errors or impractical trades that may have been generated by the strategy. For 
example, you may notice that specific time periods during the trading day may be generating 
many long and short trades in rapid succession due to market congestion. This activity can 
certainly impact both the profitability and consistency of the strategy. While this scenario can 
certainly be corrected by a few simple changes to the system code, it is highly unlikely that 
the problem would have been discovered strictly by examining the numbers generated in the 
Strategy Performance Report.

After all, you originally designed your strategy by examining a series of price charts. Don’t 
abandon these examinations during the testing phase.

Step 3: Keep It Practical

Simplicity of system design is not the only factor that can lead to a successful system—the 
routine itself also has to be practical in the real world. A strategy designed to trade 30 times 
per day using a 3-cent profit objective while using a 25-cent protective stop is not likely to 
live long in the real world. Although this system may look good on a chart and may support 
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decent back-testing results, it doesn’t take much imagination to understand that a single stop 
out that wipes out the profit on the last 9 trades is not a reliable solution.

Remember this modified KISS principle—Keep It Simple and Sensible.

Match Your Trading Style

Your strategy must duplicate or at least complement your own personal trading style. You 
will not be effective trading it if you don’t believe in the basic theory. Everyone has his 
own trading style—even if you have never placed a trade in your life. You know your risk 
tolerance, how often you want to trade, which markets you understand, etc. 

Often the most difficult part of making a system work for you is having the confidence to 
turn it on and allow it to actually trade a live market. After all, trading is basically a head 
game—it’s often stated that 75% of trading is psychological. Many will question each and 
every trade that is generated by their own strategy and will often immediately exit the trade 
manually at a small loss or modest profit only to watch it go on to a much more profitable 
conclusion.

Designing your automated strategy around your own personal trading style will make it 
much easier to actually trade the system after it is completed and tested.

Conclusion

The foremost rule of strategy design is to keep it as simple as possible.1. 
The amount of time spent studying price charts and indicators is directly 2. 
proportional to the quality of the completed strategy.
Proper testing is critical.3. 
Refer to price charts regularly during the development process.4. 
Ensure that the final product places practical trades in real time.5. 
Strategies that closely match the trading style of the user have a much higher 6. 
probability of success.
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chapter 3
Back-testing and optimization

Strategy back-testing and optimization, which both utilize historical market data to create 
and fine tune an automated strategy, are actually distinct individual processes.

Back-Testing

Back-testing, as discussed briefly in the previous chapter, is used both as a strategy 
development tool and a utility to evaluate system performance when real-time trading begins.

The ability to observe trades generated by your strategy using historical data is an 
indispensable tool for automated strategy development. Each and every trade generated over 
a specific date range is displayed in digital and graphic formats.

Using back-testing for system development is fairly straightforward—the developer simply 
checks each trade on the chart to be sure all fit the system profile. When deviations from 
expected trades become evident, the programmer can then use this information to make 
modifications in the code that will eliminate these errors.

Back-testing can also be effectively used to point out where supplementary strategy 
parameters or filters may be necessary to improve the performance of the program.

For example, one could discover that over the historical testing period, 5% of the trades are 
generating over 35% of the losses for the system and that the largest loss incurred over the 
testing period was twice the value of the largest profit for the same period. In this instance, 
the inclusion of a more responsive stop-loss routine will probably both reduce the amount of 
the average loss and cut the system drawdown to acceptable levels.

Additionally, testing may indicate that trading the stock indices one hour each side of the 
noon hour is much less profitable than trading the remaining portions of the trading day. In 
this instance, it might be productive to include additional code in the strategy that would 
prevent trading during these periods.

The range of possibilities for system improvement when utilizing reasonable system back-
testing is limited only by the imagination of the trader/programmer. Of course, all alterations 
will not necessarily be improvements. Testing after making these changes will make the final 
assessment of whether or not to keep the alteration a simple decision.

Optimization

Using the optimization feature of TradeStation to fine tune a developed system can get tricky. 
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Optimization can be either your best friend when used to properly fine tune a system or it 
can be your worst enemy if used improperly, resulting in the creation of a curve-fitted system 
that has little if any chance of success in the real world.

The setup for an optimization run is fairly straightforward. The screen below is accessed 
through the Format Strategies – Inputs – Optimize sequence.

In Figure 8 above, the “S1” input for the system is set up to test all values of the input from 5 
to 25 with increments of 1.

Figure 9 reveals that two separate inputs are being optimized simultaneously. In this instance, 
all values of both inputs are being tested from 5 to 25 with increments of one. All other 
inputs for the system are held at a static value for this test. 

figure 8

figure 9
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While it is possible to test all system variables pertinent to a given system over any range of 
values simultaneously, the trader will quickly discover that the amount of time necessary 
to complete such a test increases exponentially with each added optimization parameter. 
Furthermore, testing all inputs concurrently carries with it the inherent danger of over curve 
fitting the system to historical data, thereby significantly reducing the likelihood of system 
success in real-time trading.

Here is the Strategy Optimization Report (Figure 10) that was generated by the optimization 
parameters in the previous image above. While it is not practical to display all of the report 
columns here, the data for the system input values, the net profit resulting from these 
settings, as well as the percentage of profitable trades, number of actual trades generated, 
maximum intraday drawdown and consecutive winning and losing trades, are displayed.

System settings of 22 and 12 for the S1 and S2 inputs (Figure 11, next page) have produced 
the greatest profit when the results of all 441 tests are compared.

However, these are probably not the parameter settings that will produce the most consistent 
results going forward.

While at first glance it may seem logical that choosing the highest profitability input 
selections above should lead to the best performing system, quite often this is not the case 
when real-time trading is begun using these parameters.

figure 10
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Take a close look at the All: Net Profit column (Figure 12, next page)—note how much 
greater the profit is for the 22 & 12 settings than for any of the others below. Extreme results 
such as these are the result of including several trades where the strategy bought at the exact 
low of a big move and sold at the very top of the trend. This is what happens when you allow 
the computer to test all possible combinations of our two inputs and sort them by greatest 
profitability. The likelihood of a number of these trades occurring in the future is not great. 
These trades are termed “outliers” and should be disregarded for testing purposes.

Next take a look at results 10 – 15. Note the consistency of the net return for all of these 
combinations. These results are unlikely to include these outlier trades, as their results are too 
close together to have accommodated several huge profits. Since any of these combinations 
is unlikely to include outlier trades, selecting any of these settings has a greater probability of 
success than simply picking the most profitable result.

This process is called “Selective Optimization.”

The Danger of Over-Optimization

As stated above, the optimization utility in TradeStation can be your best friend or your 
worst enemy.

figure 11
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figure 12

Many system traders, both new and experienced, will be tempted to continue to optimize 
multiple variables over tighter and tighter ranges and in various combinations in an attempt 
to squeeze every cent of profitability out of their strategy.  

While the initial observation may suggest a healthy profitability profile for the strategy 
settings created as a result of this process, the reality is that such a system has little if any 
chance of success in real-time trading.

When exhaustively testing a system using a specified data set, you are effectively tightly curve 
fitting the strategy to this specific data stream. Consequently, for this strategy setup to be 
profitable in real-time trading, it will be necessary for future market data to exactly match the 
historical data used for testing. Any reasonable person even vaguely familiar with the markets 
will readily recognize that the likelihood of this event is highly improbable.

There are several precautions one can employ to significantly reduce if not eliminate the 
possibility of over curve fitting and thus ruining a good system by over-testing.

First of all, realize that testing too many inputs at the same time leads the optimization 
utility to identify an excessive number of outlying trades and thus skew the testing results 
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to give inflated profitability results. To avoid this possibility it is recommended that strategy 
inputs be tested in small groups. For example, a strategy employing 10 separate input values 
would give a more repeatable optimization result when testing 2 inputs at a time, effectively 
requiring 5 separate optimization runs to complete the process. Although testing 3 – 5 inputs 
in each run will give a more profitable result, there is a greater likelihood here of creating an 
over-optimized, curve- fitted system.

Additionally, do not attempt to create better and better hypothetical results by testing and 
retesting all system inputs in various ranges of values and in various combinations. While 
doing so may markedly increase the level of profit for the various tests, what you are actually 
accomplishing is over curve fitting your system to historical data and markedly decreasing the 
chances of success in real time.

Finally, use the Selective Optimization process discussed above to reduce the chances of 
“outlier trades” artificially affecting your choice of system inputs.

“Testing” Your System in Real Time

While back-testing and optimization are valuable tools for creating and testing an automated 
strategy, there is nothing like real-time experience to reveal the validity of your programmed 
system. It is a very valuable exercise to observe the system trading on real-time data after 
all the testing and resetting has been finished. You will know in a rather short time if your 
theory is indeed profitable. This “forward testing” should initially be performed in test mode 
only before real capital is put at risk. The best way to evaluate a system in this manner is to 
simply observe the equity curve from the Strategy Performance Report. The equity curve 
generated in real time should closely approximate the plot generated by historical data if 
the system approach is indeed a valid one. Experience has shown that as little as two weeks’ 
real-time data is sufficient to get a feel for the viability of a new strategy or a new set of 
parameters for an existing system.

Keep Your System in Sync with Current Market 
Conditions

TradeStation’s optimization routine can also be effectively utilized to help keep your system 
tuned in to the ever changing “personality” of the market. Depending on the nature of 
the strategy, these market changes over time can certainly affect the responsiveness and 
profitability of a system.

The usefulness of optimization for this purpose is entirely dependent on the amount of 
historical data to be used for testing purposes. While it may be comforting to some to see a 
system showing profitable results over a number of months or even years of historical data, 
the strategy settings arising from testing over a large data range will not create a system that is 
exceptionally responsive to the current market.

I am not really interested in how my systems traded the market several months ago. What 
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happened several years ago is not really important to how I want my system to trade. I would 
rather have my system in sync with today’s market, not with something that happened years 
ago.

For this reason, I regularly perform my initial testing and subsequent re-optimizations on a 
minimal amount of back data. Rarely do I use more than four months’ data to create or test 
a new strategy. I know there are many who feel that a much larger sample size is necessary to 
ensure a robust system—and that is perfectly acceptable initially. However, I would certainly 
encourage the use of minimal data when resetting system inputs for the current market.

Be assured that TradeStation optimization—when used carefully and selectively—can be used 
to create a strategy with a significant prospect of success in real time.

Conclusion

Back-testing can be a valuable tool for strategy development.1. 
Optimization can either significantly enhance a system or ruin it completely, depending 2. 
on how it is used.
Over-optimization can lead to false expectations for a strategy and render it useless.3. 
The best and final test of a system can only occur in real time.4. 
Keep your strategy in step with current market conditions by using minimal data for 5. 
re-optimization.
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chapter 4
exits are critical
It can be stated almost without reservation that proper stop-placement and profit-taking 
routines will make or break any reasonably developed trading strategy.

Getting into a position or generating trade entries using an automated strategy is usually the 
easy part.

Next comes arguably the most difficult and critical part of an automated trade—getting 
the exits properly configured to finish the trade with a positive outcome. Note that I wrote 
“positive outcome,” not “a profitable trade.” Many times exits are successful when there is a 
loss on the trade and a proper exit has limited the degree of the loss to an acceptable level. A 
system can be profitable over time without generating a high percentage of profitable trades 
if the inevitable losses are properly managed.

Dynamic stops and profit objectives based on actual market data and price movement, or 
those that adjust automatically in response to market movements, are the most effective 
money-management tools. The ability of a strategy to automatically move protective stops 
upon achievement of a profit target can be critical to subsequent system performance.

Many automated trading routines enter with multiple contracts or shares and then scale out 
of these positions at predetermined profit targets. These targets can be either dynamically 
placed as a function of current market conditions or can be set up using the strategy 
optimization feature discussed earlier.

Figure 13 (next page) illustrates a programmed strategy initiating each new position with 
four contracts. As the market moves in favor of the position, first one contract is liquidated at 
target 1, then a second contract is taken off at target 2, and finally the target 3 objective takes 
out a third unit. The final portion of the position is liquidated when the position is reversed. 
In all cases, the stop is moved automatically, reducing the risk for the position as each target 
point is reached. 

Regardless of the routine used to place these targets, it is often advantageous to gradually 
reduce the current stop-loss level appropriately as targets are achieved. Often systems will 
have moved the protective stop(s) to breakeven or better while a significant portion of the 
original position is still open.
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The system chart below (Figure 14) illustrates two buy-side trades that, after hitting their 
pre-programmed target 1 exit, automatically move the stop to breakeven for the exit of the 
remainder of the position.

figure 13

figure 14
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Automating dynamic stop movement may eventually bring the strategy to a risk-free 
environment—enough profit has been achieved by the initial targets to ensure that the entire 
trade will not be a loser, while still leaving the upside open should the market continue 
to move in the desired direction. Automating dynamic stop adjustments is one of the 
great advantages of strategy automation—although these tasks can certainly be performed 
manually, the accuracy and proper timing of these adjustments can be subject to potentially 
disastrous inaccuracies in fast-moving markets.

Money management is a critical part of any structured trading plan—Kenny Rogers isn’t the 
only guy who has to know “when to hold ’em and when to fold ’em.” Daily goals and daily 
stops have saved many a trader from an account blowout. Unfortunately, human nature 
being what it is, the tendency to think that “just one more trade will get me out of all these 
losses today” is always lurking in the mind of the discretionary trader. A margin call can be 
the next event.

Through the functionality of TradeStation’s EasyLanguage, it is possible, in fact rather 
simple, to create automated money-management routines for your system. In effect, adding 
this functionality can virtually automate the trading discipline that we all know is necessary 
for the serious trader.

Once a daily loss limit is reached, such a program will liquidate all positions and disable any 
further trading for that day, week, or month.

On the other, more pleasant side, similar code can be added that can in effect establish a 
profit target for any given period without severely limiting the upside potential of your 
trading plan. In many of my systems, I utilize an “equity out” routine (Figure 15 below) that 
sets a floor amount of profit for any time frame and, once this level is reached, places a dollar 

figure 15
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trailing stop behind the equity curve for the day. In this fashion, the trader can lock in a 
profitable session but still leave open the possibility of a further significant increase in profit 
for the period. The system can continue to rack up gains and will only liquidate the position 
and stop trading for the day when the profit level has pulled back a set dollar amount from 
the equity high for the position.

Once again, it is certainly possible to manually execute all of these stops, targets, and money-
management routines; however, automating these routines greatly increases the accuracy and 
timing of the event while significantly reducing stress during the trading day.

Conclusion

Setting proper exits is the most critical phase of strategy development.1. 
Scaling out of multi-contract positions enhances overall system performance.2. 
The systematic movement of protective stops related to hitting targets significantly 3. 
reduces risk.
Programming various money-management routines enforces discipline in an area—loss 4. 
management—that can be difficult for most traders to handle manually.
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chapter 5
fully automated trading
When you are convinced that your automated strategy is performing as designed, the step up 
to fully automated trading is as simple as a couple of mouse clicks.

You will have presented to you the option to trade your live account or to trade on the 
TradeStation Simulator. It is strongly recommended that traders new to automated trading 
utilize the trade simulator for at least a few days. Keep in mind that trades executed on the 
simulator can be somewhat different than those you will find on your live account. This is 
largely due to limit orders that are all filled at the limit price in the simulator, whereas your 
live account may not get some of these fills in real time. The principal advantage of using the 
simulator for new autotraders is to become familiar with the automated trading sequence, 
windows, and alerts before trading a real-time account.

Automated trading is enabled in the image below (Figure 16), but with the account 
confirmation in the “on” position, the trader must click the confirmatory button in the New 
Strategy Order window before the trade will be placed. It is strongly recommended that 
anyone new to computerized, automated trading use this configuration initially.

figure 16
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The New Strategy Order window (Figure 17) presents several options to the trader when a 
new order needs to be placed. No entries or exits will be executed without confirmation from 
the trader. Obviously, when autotrading in the confirmatory mode as illustrated here, the 
trader must pay close attention to these screens. Protective stops and/or target orders will not 
be in place until they are confirmed.

figure 17

When you click the box to “Automate execution using (your account number)” and turn 
confirmation “off,” each new trade entry, protective stop and money-management routine will 
be executed at the appropriate exchange and placed in your account (Figure 18, next page).

Once again, that’s the easy part. It can be a significant challenge to leave the strategy alone and 
allow the computer to do your trading. Many are not initially comfortable with this arrangement 
and immediately begin moving stops, aborting entries or exiting trades early in direct conflict 
with their carefully developed automated strategy. Remember, “you never get smarter during a 
trade”—allowing the system to operate as designed is a much clearer path to success.

Trading is largely a “head game” where fear and greed are significant obstacles to ultimate 
success. It is no different when using automated trading.

Additionally, automated trading does not necessarily equate to unattended trading. You 
can have substantial amounts of capital at risk with any trading approach—this one 
is no different in that respect. The serious trader will find it advantageous to closely 
monitor Internet connections, computer performance and accuracy of actual entries and 
exits throughout the trading period. Autotrading is a complex process from a technical 
perspective, and like all electronic communications, the process is subject to occasional 
problems. There are also other trading issues to consider—rejected or cancelled orders, failure 
of a limit order to fill, data errors, etc. Traders must be aware of these potential problems and 
be ready to make any necessary alterations. The sole purpose of fully automated trading is to 
increase the speed of the execution of your trading strategies—not to alleviate you from the 
normal responsibilities that accompany any trading activity. This feature is NOT designed 
to enable you to trade without paying close attention to your transactions on screen as they 
occur, as situations may arise that require your prompt intervention.
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You Must Have A Good Connection to Autotrade

I have found that most trading errors—missed trades, double fills, excessive slippage, missed 
exits, etc.—are directly traceable to the quality of the Internet connection being used. 
Simply having a high-speed connection will not prevent these problems from occurring. 
The frequency of disconnection/reconnection is the critical factor. If your connection to the 
Internet is down for just a few seconds at the wrong time, critical orders may not get placed 
properly or may not be placed at all. Also, when your connection is down for even a short 
period, it may be necessary to recalculate your charts when the connection is reestablished. 
The time and computer resources necessary for these recalculations can also interrupt proper 
order placement.

Most of these issues can be solved/prevented with the use of a remote server with a dedicated 
T1 or T3 connection. The cost of these items is indeed minor when compared to that of 
even one or two missed exits or entries.

Conclusion

The principal advantage of automated trading is to increase the speed and accuracy of 1. 
trade execution.
Automated trading does not equate to unattended trading.2. 
Traders new to autotrading are advised to trade using the manual confirmation sequence 3. 
and the trade simulator to become familiar with the process.
A high-quality Internet connection is an absolute requirement for successful automated 4. 
strategy trading.

figure 18
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chapter 6
implementing your
automated strategy

First of all, it is obviously necessary to select a system that fits your personal trading style.

The first and most convenient source for such a strategy is the wide array of automated 
strategies that come included in your TradeStation platform. You will find a selection of 
available strategies that use many of the popular technical studies, such as the Keltner 
Channel, MACD, Momentum and Moving Averages, programmed to create automated 
entries when the proper conditions develop. Additionally available are a variety of pre-
programmed exit strategies, including an ATR (Average True Range) exit, a Percent Trailing 
or a Percent Stop Exit, and a Parabolic Exit, just to name a few. 

Here is a small selection of the strategies available (Figure 19).

figure 19
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To work with these provided programs, simply add these strategies to a price chart set for 
your selected trading item and time frame. You may then alter the provided inputs on each of 
these strategies and exits to conform your strategy to your trading style.

As an example, here (Figure 20) is a price chart of the E Mini S&P Index using a MACD 
Long and Short Exit (MACD LE and MACD SE) and using the provided Stops & Targets 
exit program to set a $150.00 profit target and a $150.00 stop loss per contract. This entire 
automated strategy can be implemented and activated in just a few minutes.

Here is the actual screen (Figure 21) that can be used to set various inputs supplied with 
these programs. For this particular example, the default settings for each program are used.

figure 20

figure 21
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After selecting or creating a strategy, such as the one suggested here, you have the option of 
adjusting the various strategy inputs to improve the functionality of the system. If you decide 
to optimize these inputs, be sure that you understand all of the advantages and disadvantages 
of this process, as discussed in Chapter 3. Over curve fitting is a process to be avoided at all 
costs.

When you are satisfied with your system configuration, it is always best to test the strategy 
in real time by carefully observing each trade as it actually happens. “Simulation Mode” 
is perfectly acceptable for this phase. There are some aspects that the simulator cannot 
completely cover, but for the most part you will get a good feel for the accuracy of the system 
using this application. Let the strategy run for at least 25-30 trades or five days, whichever is 
longest. There is nothing like real time to uncover the potential weaknesses of a strategy and 
to assess how accurately your projected performance matches up with actual live trades. 

Use the Trade Simulator Initially

If you are completely new to automated trading, you should seriously consider operating the 
system using the trade simulator in TradeStation for at least a few days. This is important not 
only to test the system in real time as discussed above but also to become more familiar with 
the automated trading process. There are several screens involved in autotrading that you 
may not have encountered when trading discretionarily. 

The TradeStation Matrix (Figure 22) will present your real-time position for your autotrades, 
as well as display your limit orders for entry and/or exit.

figure 22
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The TradeStation TradeManager (Figure 23) is an application that you need to fully 
understand before autotrading in real time. It is from the various screens in the 
TradeManager that you will be able to evaluate current positions, pending stop or entry 
orders, position matches between your real-time account and the strategy position, and many 
other items important to managing your autotrades.

The amount of information available from this application, as well as the many useful 
trading adjustments available, are too numerous and detailed to discuss adequately here. To 
fully understand this important trading tool, you are encouraged to fully review the various 
tutorials available through the TradeStation platform prior to its actual use in real time. 

Using the Matrix and the TradeManager in the simulation mode will afford you the 
opportunity to master these applications in a more relaxed mode than trying to figure all of 
this out when the real bullets are flying and your money is on the line.

When you do begin real-time/real-money trading with your strategy, be sure to begin in a 
very conservative manner until you get your feet on the ground and become comfortable 
with automated trading. Many make the fatal mistake of convincing themselves that their 
strategy is the latest in ATM machines and can do nothing but rack up huge profits from the 
moment it is activated. Do yourself a favor and begin by trading only one or two lots to gain 
confidence in your system before taking it to a higher level. Remember, there is nothing like 
the real thing—real-time trading with real money—to prove or disprove the validity of any 
trading strategy.

Have a Backup Plan

You’ve all heard Murphy’s law (if anything can go wrong, it will) and its corollary (Murphy 
was an optimist). You must be prepared to deal with all of the problems that can crop up 
during any trade.

Your computer can crash. Your Internet connection can go down. You can lose power to your 
office. Exchange data feeds can go down. Any one of these, or a combination of any of the 
above, could spell disaster if you are not prepared to deal with these situations.

figure 23
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Here’s a backup plan that I have found to be helpful:

Be sure that the workspace that you are using for real-time trading is up to date on a 1. 
secondary computer and ready to activate at a moment’s notice should your primary 
trading computer fail for any reason. 

Be sure to have an alternate Internet connection. In my office, I have a laptop 2. 
loaded with the same setup as my main computer, running and ready to go. On this 
computer, I also have an aircard which can access the Internet using my cell phone 
provider. This not only provides a backup computer but also a backup Internet 
connection should either or both be compromised in any fashion. 

Keep the number for the TradeStation trading desk and the number for your 3. 
TradeStation account executive on the speed dial on both your land line and your 
cell phone. They are trained to handle these problems and can offset your position 
if you lose connectivity with the electronic exchanges. While there is nothing any of 
these individuals can do if an electronic exchange goes down, they may be able to 
offset your position in the trading pits in an emergency.

Keep an Open Mind

Keep an open mind — markets change their personalities more regularly than your teenage 
offspring and need to be approached as such. It has been shown with high-probability 
numbers that even the best, most robust trading systems will need adjustment from time 
to time to keep them in sync with current market conditions. Remember that when we are 
trading with a mechanical strategy, we are in effect attempting to mathematically predict 
human behavior.

No matter how well your system is performing, it is always good practice to regularly check 
your system theory and in particular to re-check your system parameters to assure yourself 
that you are getting the most out of your strategy.

There are several automated routines that attempt to keep a strategy in sync with current 
market conditions. Numerous neural networks have been programmed with this in mind 
and some have been somewhat successful in doing so. 

I have been working for some time on a routine that has proven useful to keep my systems 
in sync with the current market. This process involves the re-programming of a strategy into 
a function (I call these “Parallel Functions” since they closely simulate the system itself ) that 
can be used to create multiple simulated systems in real time. Using these simulations, one 
can in effect monitor multiple settings of the same system in an attempt to always use the 
system settings that are most profitable at any current moment.

While it is possible to fully automate a self-optimizing system using this technology, I have 
found it more useful to keep the human brain in the decision-making tree to the extent 
that I manually assess the reports from the multiple system simulations and select the set of 
system variables to use each day.
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Although the details of the programming required to create and utilize real-time system 
simulations from parallel functions unfortunately goes beyond the scope of this publication, 
you can get a feel for this idea by examining a graphic that displays the simulated systems 
in real time. Note that in this example (Figure 24, next page), there are four separate system 
settings that are most profitable at separate times during the trading day.

Interestingly enough, it is possible to use pre-market data as a predictor of the nature of the 
actual day session using parallel function technology.

Conclusion

Multiple programmed automated trading strategies are available on your 1. 
TradeStation platform and can be used to create your own specialized trading 
system.
After selecting a suitable set of strategies and creating your system, it is possible to 2. 
alter the various system inputs using the selective optimization routine described 
in detail in Chapter 3.
Before trading in real time with real money, it is advisable to first observe 3. 
autotrading using the TradeStation trade simulator.
Keep in mind that your trading strategy may need to be altered in the future to 4. 
keep up with the current market.
New technology is being developed that will allow real-time monitoring of 5. 
strategy reactions to market changes, enabling both the trader and eventually 
the system itself to make the changes necessary to maintain maximum strategy 
profitability.
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